R. T. Rockaiellar has proved a number of rules of subdifferential calculus for nonlocally lipschitzian real-valued functions by investigating the Clarke tangent cones to the epigraphs of such functions. Following these lines we study in this paper the tangent cones to the sum and the composition of two multifunctions. This will be made possible thanks to the notion of quasi-interiorly tangent cone which has been introduced by the author for vector-valued functions in [29] and whose properties in the context of multifunctions are studied. The results are strong enough to cover the cases of real-valued or vector-valued functions.
Introduction. Rockafellar has introduced in [23] the very important notion of directionally lipschitzian behaviour for extended real-valued functions, and with the aid of this notion he has proved in [24] a number of rules of subgradient calculus of nonconvex functions. If / is a function from a topological vector space E into R U {-oo, +00} with/(x) G R and if /(epi /; x, fix)) denotes the interiorly tangent cone to epi/={(x,^)G£XR:/(x)<j} at (x, fix)), that is, the set of all (ü, w) E E X R such that there exist a neighbourhood X of (x, fix)), a neighbourhood Vof (v, w) in E X R and a real number e > 0 such that X n epi /+ ]0, e[VC epi /, then the proof of Theorem 3 of [23, p. 268] shows that / is directionally lipschitzian at x if and only if /(epi /; x, fix)) i= 0. However, if g is a mapping from E into an ordered topological vector space H, then the interior of the cone of positive elements of H must be nonempty whenever /(epi g; x, g(x)) is nonempty. This very unsatisfactory state of affairs has led us to introduce in [29 and 30] the quasi-interiorly tangent cone ß(epi g; x, g(x)). With the help of this cone we have established in [29] rules of subdifferential calculus for nonconvex vector-valued functions. The aim of the present paper is to study the properties of Clarke tangent cones and quasi-interiorly tangent cones to the graphs of multifunctions following the way opened by Rockafellar.
In §1 we recall Rockafellar's definition of Clarke tangent cone and we give an interpretation in terms of generalized sequences which proves that Rockafellar's definition is the same as the one we have given in [27] . Connection with strictly compactly lipschitzian vector-valued mappings is also made. §2 is devoted to the study of quasi-interiorly tangent cones to graphs of multifunctions and to the relationships between these cones and Clarke tangent cones. We prove that the quasi-interiorly tangent cone is always convex and that the Clarke tangent cone is the closure of the quasi-interiorly tangent cone whenever the quasi-interiorly tangent cone is nonempty. The cases of lipschitzian multifunctions and convex multifunctions are also considered. The final two sections deal with the study of the sum of two multifunctions and of the composition of a multifunction with a differentiable mapping. The results are strong enough to cover the corresponding ones given in [24 and 29] for real-valued and vector-valued functions.
Although the details will not be given here, this way to approach multifunctions by convex multifunctions can be used to study the existence of Lagrange multipliers for programming problems with constraints defined by multifunctions (see [31] ). To conclude this introduction let us indicate that Bouligand tangent cones to multifunctions have been considered in [1 and 15] (see also [7 and 14] ).
1. Tangent cones. In this paper all topological spaces will be assumed to be Hausdorff and E and F will denote two topological vector spaces.
Let M be a multifunction from a topological space S into another one T, that is, Mis) is a subset of E (possibly empty) for each s E S. We shall consider in the sequel the graph of M, GrAf = {is,t) ESXT:t EM{s)}, and the domain of M, dorn M = {s ES: Mis) # 0}.
If Z) is a nonempty subset of 5 and if í is a point in the closure of D in 5, we recall that the lower limit of M as s G D -» s is the set liminfs_oj Mis) of all t G T such that for each neighbourhood W of t in T there exists a neighbourhood F of j in 5 such that (l) wr\ Mis) * 0 for all s G D n F (see [2 and 23] ).
As sequential motivation for tangent cones, we shall give a characterization of the above limit in terms of nets (generalized sequences).
Let iSj)j£J be a net (or generalized sequence) in S, that is, a family of points of S indexed by a set J which is directed by a preorder relation < (that is to say that for each ijx, j2) EJ X J there exists^ G J such that/', <y3 and/2 *^Ji)-By a subnet of (sj)jeJ we shall mean (see [13] ) a net (sa(i))ilE, where a is a mapping from a directed set / into J such that for each y G J there is L E I such that j < a(i) for all i E I satisfying L < i.
1.1 Proposition. The lower limit liminfJ_Di-M(j) is the set of all t G T such that for each net (Sj)JeJ of D converging to s there exist a subnet (sa^)ieI and a net (t¡)ie¡ converging to t such that t¡ E M(sa(if) for all i G /.
Proof. Consider / £ liminís^D¿ Mis). There exists a neighbourhood W oi t in T such that for each neighbourhood V of s in S there is a point sv G V il D verifying (2) wr\ Misv) = 0.
If the set J of all neighbourhoods of s is directed by the inclusion preorder (Vx > V2 if K, C K2), then (2) implies that there is no net (i,),e/ satisfying the assumption of the proposition. Now suppose that t E liminfi_Dj Af(i). Let isj)JeJ be a net of D converging to s and let W be a neighbourhood of t in T. There exists a neighbourhood F^ of s in 5 such that (3) WnM(s)^0 for all 5 ED n Vw.
Since lim 6/i = 5, there is y'^ G J such that SjED C\ Vw for ally >jw. Therefore for7 >jw we may choose by (3) a point tjW E Wsatisfying tJW E M(Sj). Put /= {(j,W): WE<%(t),jEJ,j>jw),
where %(t) denotes the set of all neighbourhoods of t in T, and direct / by setting Oí, Wx) < (;2, IF2) if;, <;2 and H/ c «/,.
Consider the mapping a from / into J defined by a(i) -j if i -(j, W). It is not difficult to see that (sa(¡))iE¡ is a subnet of (Sj)jej such that lim?, = t and i, G M(sa/¡)) for all / G /.
So the point / satisfies the assumption of the proposition and hence the proof is complete. D Remark. If 5 and T are metrizable, the above proof also shows that a point t is in liminf5^o¿ Mis) if and only if for each sequence (i")"eN of D converging to s there exists a sequence (?")"eN converging to t such that tn G M(í") for all n G N. D
We shall study some properties of (Clarke) tangent cones to graphs of multifunctions. For this reason we shall begin by recalling Rockafellar's formulation of the (Clarke) tangent cone (see [23] ).
1.2 Definition. Let A be a subset of the topological vector space E. The tangent cone TiA; x) to A at x E clEA is the set of all points v E E such that for every neighbourhood V of v in E there exist a neighbourhood X of x in E and a real number e > 0 such that (x + tV) D A ¥= 0 for all x G X D A and / G ]0, e[. TiA; x) is a closed convex cone in E (see [23] ) and TiA; x) = liminfr1^ -x), x^Ax tlO where x -*Ax means x -» x and x G A.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1 we have the following characterization of TiA; x) in terms of nets. This characterization is exactly the definition which has been given by the author in [27].
1.3 Proposition. TiA; x) is the set of all v E E such that for every net ixj)JfEJ in A converging to x and every net itj)jeJ of positive numbers converging to zero there exist two subnets (xa(l))/6/ and (ta{i))ie[ and a net (v¡)ieI in E converging to v such that *«(0 + tdifi G A f°r each * e L Remark. If £ and F are metrizable topological vector spaces we may replace, in the above proposition, nets and subnets by sequences and subsequences, and we get the formulation given by the author in [25] , or only by sequences and we get the formulation given by Hiriart-Urruty in [10] . □ If Af is a multifunction from E into F with (x, y) E Gr Af, we shall use the notations Let us recall the definition of strictly compactly lipschitzian mappings. 1.5 Definition (see [26] ). A mapping / from E into F is strictly compactly lipschitzian at x G E if there exist a mapping K from E into the set comp(.F) of nonempty compact subsets of F, a mapping r from ]0,1] X E X E into F, and neighbourhoods X of x and F of zero in E satisfying: Remarks (see [26] ). If / is strictly compactly lipschitzian at x, then the following properties are satisfied: Proof. Let w be a point in ^Af; x, y)iv) and let / = lim-eJqf(tj, Xj\ v). As the net iXj, fixj))jeJ converges to (x, fix)) (see Remark 3 following Definition 1.5) and as iXj, fixj)) E Gr Af, there exist two subnets, (xa(/), /(xa(/))),e/ and 0a(0),e/, and a net (ü" w,)ie/ converging to (u, w) such that As an immediate consequence of the above proposition we have the following result.
// a mapping f from E into F is strictly differentiable at x with derivative V/(x), that is,
for all it, x, v) E ]0, e[ X E X E and lim(jc ,",)_(,,"); a o K'> x; w) -0 for all v E E, and if the multifunction M and the point y are defined as in Proposition 1.6, then,
We shall finish this section by giving an important interpretation of the convexity of T(Af; x, y) in terms of convex processes. These multifunctions verify many important properties (see [3, 8, 19, 20, 32] ) as, for example, open mapping and closed graph theorems which are extensions of the usual linear ones.
1.8 Definition. A multifunction Af from E into F is said to be convex if its graph, Gr Af, is convex in E X F.
If Gr Af is a convex cone in E X F containing the origin one says that Af is a convex process.
1.9 Proposition. Let M be a multifunction from E into F with y G M(x). The multifunction from E into F defined by v h-> T(M; x, y)(v) is a convex process.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the fact that r(Af; x, y) is a convex cone. If/is a mapping from E into F we shall write Q(f; x) instead of Qif; x, fix)). Remark. If /(Af; x, y) denotes the interiorly tangent cone, that is, the set of all (t>, w) E E X F for which there exist a neighbourhood X of x in E, a neighbourhood y of 7 in F, a real number e > 0, a neighbourhood V of tJ in £ and a neighbourhood W7 of y in F such that
it is easy to see that TiM;x,y)iv) = Q{M;x,y)iv).
Proof. Because of (4), it suffices to prove that F( Af ; x, y)i v) C Qi Af ; x, j7)( v ). Let w be a point in F(M; x, y)iv) and let W be a neighbourhood of w in F Select a circled neighbourhood U of zero in F and a neighbourhood Wx of iv in F such that Wx + U C W. By Definition 2.8 there exist a neighbourhood Xx of x, a neighbourhood V of ¿5 in F and a number e, > 0 such that If Af is lower semicontinuous at each point of a subset D of X, one says Af is lower semicontinuous on D.
If Z is a subset of X with x G Z, one says that Af is lower semicontinuous at x relative to Z if the restriction of Af to Z is lower semicontinuous at x wih respect to the topology induced on Z by that of X. □ 2.14 Lemma. Let M be a multifunction from a topological space X into a topological vector space Y which is lower semicontinuous at x E dorn Af and let f be a mapping from dom / C X into Y. If x E int dorn / and if f is continuous at x, then the multifunction M + f defined by (M + f)(x) = Af(x) + f(x) is lower semicontinuous at x. So if we put V = Vx n V2, relations (11) and (12) imply that (M(x) + fix)) n ß 0 for all x G V, and the proof is complete. D Remark. More generally, the above proof shows that the sum of two lower semicontinuous multifunctions is lower semicontinuous.
2.15 Lemma. Let M be a convex multifunction from E into F whose graph has a nonempty interior. Then (x, y) G intGr M if and only if x E intdom Af and y G int Mix).
Proof. Note first that (13) int(proj£(GrA/)) = proj£(int(Gr Af )).
Indeed let x be any point in int(proj£(Gr Af )). Fix a point (a, b) in int(Gr Af ). There exists a real number s > 1 such that sx + sis'1 -l)a E proj£(Gr Af). Choose y E M(sx + sis~x -l)a). Then it follows from the convexity of GrAf that (x, s~xy + (1 -s'x)b) E intGr Af and hence x G proj£(intGr Af ). So (13) is verified, for the inclusion proj(intGrAf) C int(projGrAf) is obvious. Consider now a point (x, y) such that x G intdom Af and y E int Af(x). By (13) there exists z in F such that (x, z) G int GrAf. Choose a real number / > 1 such that ty + tit'x -l)z G Mix). Then we may conclude that (x, y) = r'(x, ty + f(r' -l)z) + (1 -r')(x, z) G intGr Af,
for Gr Af convex. Since the reverse implication is obvious, the proof is complete. D 2.16 Lemma. Let M be a convex multifunction from E into F whose graph has a nonempty interior. Then M is lower semicontinuous on int dorn Af.
Proof. Let x be a point in int dom Af and let ß be an open subset in F such that M(x) n ß t¿ 0. Since GrAf is a convex set with nonempty interior and since x G intdom Af, it follows from (13) that int Af(x) i= 0 and hence ß n int Af(x) =£ 0. Therefore, we may choose y G ß n int Af(x) and by Lemma 2.15 we have (x, y) G int(Gr Af). So, there exists a neighbourhood X of x in F such that A!" X {y} C GrAf or, in other words, y G Af(x) for all x G X and hence we may conclude that ß n M(x) ¥> 0 for all x G X. D Remark. If F and F are finite dimensional, then the assumption that Gr Af has a nonempty interior can be supressed, for it suffices to replace in the above proof int(GrAf) by ri(Gr Af) and int Af(x) by ri Af(x). Here the notation ri means the relative interior (see [21] ).
2.17 Definition. If C is a nonempty convex subset of F with x E C, the radial tangent cone to C at x is the set R(C;x)=]0, +oo[(C-x).
The proof of the following proposition given in [23] (see Theorem 1) makes use of the assumption that F is locally convex. Actually the result holds for any topological vector space, and this will be used in Proposition 2.20 and in other ones. 
D
Remark. The above proof also shows that, if Af is a convex multifunction which is lower semicontinuous on x + ]0, a]v (for some a > 0), then R(A/; x, y)iv) C ô(Af; x, y)(tj) and hence QiM; x, y)iv) ¥= 0, for Definition 2.15 implies that R( Af; x, y)iv) ¥= 0 for such v. D
We can now give our first principal result about the relationships between tangent cones and quasi-interiorly tangent cones to convex multifunctions.
2.20 Proposition. Let M be a convex multifunction from E into F whose graph has a nonempty interior in E X F. If y E Mix) and if v is a point for which there exists a real number a > 0 such that x + av G intdom Af, then F(Af; x, y)iv) = QiM; x, y)iv).
Proof. According to Lemmas 2.16 and 2.19 it is enough to prove that r(Af; x, y){v) = clF[R{M; x, y)iv)].
Let w be a point in F(Af; x, y)iv). Definition 2.17 implies that R(Af; x, y) has a nonempty interior in F X F Moreover since x + av E int dorn Af, there exists a neighbourhood V of v in F such that x + aV C dorn Af. Therefore, it is not difficult to see that V C proj£[P»(Af; x, y)\ and hence, since R(Af; x, y) is a convex set with nonempty interior, there exists by (13) Let M be a convex multifunction from E into F whose graph has a nonempty interior in E X F. If y E M(x) and if x G intdom Af, then T(M; x, y)iv) = QiM; x, y)iv) for all v E E.
Proof. For each v E E there exists a real number a > 0 such that x + av E int dorn Af and hence the result is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.20. D
In the finite-dimensional case we can obtain the result of Proposition 2.20 under weaker assumptions.
2.22 Proposition. If E and F are finite dimensional topological vector spaces, if M is a convex multifunction from E into F with y E Mix) and if v is a point for which there exists a real number a > 0 such that x + av E intdom Af, then F(Af; x, j)(u) = QiM; x, yXv). Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.24 and Lemma 2.14. D The following definition will be very useful in the sequel. 3.1 Definition. Let Af, and M2 be two multifunctions from F into F and let yx E Af,(x) and y2 G M2(x). We shall say that A/, and Af2 are additively separate at ix; yx, y2) if for every neighbourhood Y, of y, and every neighbourhood Y2 of y2 in F there exist a neighbourhood Y of yx + y2 in F and a neighbourhood X of x in F such that
for all x G X.
Let us give two important examples of additively separate multifunctions.
Proposition.
Let f be a mapping from dom / C F into F and let M be a multifunction from E into F. Let K be a subset of F with 0 E K and let N be the multifunction from E into F defined by N(x) = fix) + K ifxE dom / and N(x) =0 if x £ dom /.
If x E dom / n dom M, if f is continuous at x relative to dom / D dom Af and if K + Mix) C Mix) for all x G F, then for any y E Mix) the multifunctions M and N are additively separate at (x; y, fix)).
Proof. Let Y, be a neighbourhood of y and let Y2 be a neighbourhood of fix) in F Select a circled neighbourhood W of -zero in F such that W + W G iYx -y) n ( Y2 -fix)) and a neighbourhood A" of x in F such that/(X n dom / n dom M) C Let us recall the following extension (see [17] ) of the notion of lower semicontinuity to vector-valued functions.
3.4 Definition. Let Ä^ be a convex cone containing the origin of F and let / be a mapping from dom / C F into F We shall say that / is K-lower semicontinuous at x G dom / relative to a subset D containing x if for every neighbourhood W of zero in F there is a neighbourhood X of x in F such that /(X n D fl dom /) C /(x) + W+ K.
In the next proposition we shall use this notion under the assumption that K is a normal cone in F (see [18] ), that is, there is a neighbourhood basis {W) w of zero such that iW + K) P[ {W -K) = W. Such neighbourhoods are called K-normal. (14),
Therefore, we may write, thanks to (14) and (15),
and, hence again by (14),
Moreover, y -f2(x) E fx(x) + K + K -Mx(x) and the definition of Y and (16) imply that
Therefore, y = (y -fiix)) +f2(x) g y, n a/,(x) + y2 n M2(x), and hence the proof is complete. D Recall that the sum Af, + Af2 of two multifunctions Af, and Af2 from £ into £ is defined by (Af, + Af2)(x) = Af,(x) + M2(x) for each x G £.
3.6 Proposition. Let M¡, i = 1,2, be two multifunctions from E into F which are additively separate at (x; yx, y2). Then for each v E E, Q(MX; x, yx)(v) + T(M2; x, y2)(ï) C T(MX + M2; x, yx + y2)(v).
Proof. Let wx be a point in Q(MX; x, yx)(v) and let w2 be a point in F(Af2; x, y)(tJ). Consider a neighbourhood V of v in £ and W of wx + w2 in F. Choose neighbourhoods W¡, i-1,2, of w, in F such that Wx + W2 C h/. Then, according to Definition 2.1 there exist a neighbourhood A", of x in F, a neighbourhood Y, of y, in F, a real number e, > 0 and a neighbourhood Vx of t; in F with Vx C F such that (17) [{x,yx) + ti{v]XWx)]nGrMx^0
for all (x, yx) E (A", X Y,) P GrAf,, f G ]0, e,[ and v E Vx. On the other hand, it follows from Definition 1.2 that there exist a neighbourhood A*2 of x in F, a neighbourhood Y2 of y2 in F, a positive number e < e, such that (18) [(x, y2) + tiVx X W2)] PGrAf,^ 0 for all (x, y2) E (A"2 X Y2) P GrM2 and t E ]0, e[. Moreover, by Definition 3.1 there exist a neighbourhood Y of yx + y2 in £ and a neighbourhood X of x in £ with X C A", P A"2 such that (19) (Af,(x) + A/2(x)) P Y C Y, P M,(x) + Y2 P A/2(x)
for all x G A". Consider any point (x, y) E (A"X Y) P Gr(Af, + Af2) and any number t E ]0, e[. There exist by (19) two pointsy¡ E Y¡ P Af,(x), i = 1,2, satisfying y = y\ + ^2 and hence, according to (18) , there exist v E Vx G V and w2 E W2 such that y2 + tw2 E Af2(x + tv). But (17) implies that there exists iv, G Wx such that yx + twx E Af,(x + tv) and hence y + ¿(w, + w2) E (Af, + Af2)(x + tv). Therefore
[(x, y) + tiVX W)] P Gr(M, + M2) ¥= 0, and the proof is complete. D The proof of the following proposition is similar to that of Proposition 3.6 and hence it will be omitted.
3.7 Proposition. Let Af,, / = 1,2, be two multifunctions from E into F which are additively separate at (x; yx, y2). Then for each v E E, ß(Af,; x, yx)(v) + Q(M2; x, y2)(v) G Q(MX + M2; x, yx +y2)(v). Remark. The reader will note that Af is lower semicontinuous at x G £ if and only if for each y E M(x) the multifunction Af is lower semicontinuous at (x, y) relative to the whole space £.
Let M and N be two multifunctions defined as above. Let y E N(x) and let z E M(y). If the multifunction from E X G into F defined by 
